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Please Share With Friends

With anxiety and stress at record levels, I'm sure you know 
someone who will benefit from reading this!

Do your good deed for the day by printing this eBook out or 
sending it to your friends, family and clients, but please do not 
charge for it or alter it in any way.

Send people to GoE.ac/7Tips to download their own copy.
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Hello And Welcome!

I am delighted you took the opportunity to find out whether there was something new or useful to 
be learned here. 

I am Silvia Hartmann. I have been working on finding out how we can be happier, more often, all my 
life – and I am happy to say that I've found some really useful things which I am excited to share with 
you today. 

It doesn't matter if you are old, young, or anything in between; where you come from or where 
you're going. 

These 7 tips are applicable to all human beings.

Time is precious, so let's get started!
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Tip No. 1: Get To Know Yourself!

This is the Modern Energy Chart; it shows the emotional states we get into when our life energy falls 
or rises. 

Below Zero, we experience consecutively more disturbed emotions, become more and more 
stressed. 

At Zero, we feel nothing.

Above Zero, we start to wake up, find the energy we need to take action, and happiness starts 
happening.

The higher we are on the chart, the happier we feel inside. 

The more stressed we are, the less energy we have for thinking, for doing, and for relationships. 

This is completely predictable and direct in cause-and-effect, and applies not just to people, but to 
animals as well. 

Take a moment to look at the chart.

Where are you right now? Just point to it. 

Where would you say is your energy average, the place on the chart where you spend most of your 
time?

Becoming aware of where you are is the first step to taking control of your personal happiness, and 
finding out ways to spend less time on the negative side, and more on the positive side. 
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Know Yourself Action Tips

Print out the Modern Energy Chart and hang it up where all the members of your family can 
see it. We have ours on the fridge. Becoming aware of the stress levels of other people is also 
a part of learning how that affects you, and what it does to your own stress levels. 

Stop and take a reading of your energy states every so often. Are you getting too low on 
energy? Don't get below ZERO – stop and do something about it. 

Notice how your energy rises and falls through your days and nights and how this results 
directly in how you behave, what you think and what you do.  

Actively decide that you want to spend much, much more time on the sunny side of the 
chart! That's where happiness is happening!

Further Reading Tip: 

FREE eBook r[E]volution, Silvia Hartmann, 
DragonRising 2018

GoE.ac/7Tips-Revolution
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Tip 2: Say NO!!!! To Stress!

The whole world is stressed. Everyone is freaking out and running around like headless chickens. 

Stressed people, aka everyone who is on the negative side of the chart, can't think straight. 

Stressed people make bad decisions.

Stressed people make stress induced mistakes. 

Stressed people are much, much more likely to have accidents.

Stressed people are more likely to become ill.

Stressed people wreck their relationships. 

Stressed people fail to spot opportunities when they present themselves. 

In other words:

STRESS IS REALLY BAD FOR YOU!
When everyone becomes stressed, it seems that it is normal or natural to live in a state of constant 
uncertainty, worry, fear, anger, and emotional disturbance. Nothing could be further from the truth! 

There are those who will tell you that there is such a thing as “good stress,” or that you have to be 
stressed in order to work harder and achieve more. This is absolutely wrong; the exact opposite is 
true. 

We do our best work, become the best we can be at anything at all, when we are energy 
high, on the positive side of the chart, or simply happier in ourselves. 

Once we know this to be true, we get to say NO!!! to stress. 

We get to look out for situations that stress us, and we don't accept that any longer as “the way of 
the world.” 

Instead, we'll be looking for any way possible to reduce stress in our lives so we can spend more time
being happier instead.
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Say No!!! To Stress! Action Tips

Become aware how and when it happens that you get stressed – what directly causes you to 
become uncertain, fearful, anxious or angry. 

Become aware where you feel that stress in your body.

Watch other people when they get stressed, and notice how that plays out in their emotions, 
what they say and how they behave. 

Pay attention to what works and what doesn't work to get you and other people (and your 
pets!) out of states of stress. 

Make the decision to find new ways to get out of stress and into better states of being – quite 
literally, say “NO!” to stress. 

Further Reading Tip: 

The Trillion Dollar Stress Solution, Silvia Hartmann,
DragonRising 2014 

GoE.ac/7Tips-Trillion
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Tip No. 3: Your Happiness Matters!

We have all found many ways to make ourselves happier, to reduce our stress and raise our energy. 

To become consciously aware of what we already do is the first step towards using your own 
intelligence to find new ways to be happier, more often. 

Has anyone actually ever asked you what makes you happy?

I am asking you today, and it would be great if you took a minute or two to think about it and answer 
honestly. 

What raises your energy to the positive side of the chart? 

It makes perfect sense to use all manner of activities and substances  to help us in our stress crazy 
societies and environments. Be honest, make a list, BECOME AWARE when you feel the need to 
(make a coffee, go online shopping, start eating even if you're not hungry, etc. etc.). 

Your happiness is important, not just to you, but to everyone who comes into contact with you as 
well. Stress is the worst virus and spreads out from one person to another. You are not being selfish 
in pursuing more happiness for your life!

To be fully aware of how you are raising energy already is the first step towards moving into a 
[MUCH] happier future. 

When we find out what works, we can build on that! 
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Your Happiness Matters – Action Tips

Make an ongoing list of things you do to raise your energy. Keep adding to that list and keep it
around, especially if you spend a lot of time in negative energy states. 

When we are on the wrong side of the chart, our worlds collapse and we “forget” all the 
things that make us happy.  The list reminds us and reconnects us to what makes us happy. 
This is a great gift from a higher energy self to a lower energy self, and much appreciated. 

Ask other people that question, “What makes you happy?” You might get some great extra 
tips and insights. 

Make it your business to actively seek NEW ways to make yourself happier. Actively seek out 
happiness and what can help you get there. 

“If you look for happiness, it will find you.”

Further Info Tip:

The Modern Energy Video Foundation Course, FREE for all GoE
Members

GoE.ac/7Tips-MEF
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Tip 4: Find Something To Love!

It is fascinating how much better we start to feel when we think about something or someone we 
love. 

This tip comes from a personal experience I had, in the deepest, darkest part of the night, while I was
very ill in 2009. I could feel myself slipping away, when I heard a voice that said, “Find something to 
love!” I thought of my children and it felt like an enormous water wheel inside of me slowing down, 
then reversing direction and all of a sudden, I could breathe again. 

This was a Star Experience for me, and this tip has helped so, so many people in moments of crisis. 

We now do this in the Heart Position.  

Find Something To Love Action Tip

Learn and practice the Heart Position!

Point to the place where you would point and say,
“That's me!” 

Place the centre of your leading hand over this
point, then place your other hand on top. 

Take a moment to become aware of the
sensations of your own hands on your own chest,
and breathe deeply, in and out. 

Then “find something to love” - think of
something or someone you love. 

With every breath you take, you can feel stress receding
and life coming back to you. 

It is extremely stabilising in a moment of crisis, or to raise
energy at any time you need to. 

You can also share this simple tip with anyone, including
little children, and I hope you will. 

As I experienced myself, it can even be a life saver. 

Further Reading Tip:

EMO Energy In Motion, Silvia Hartmann, DragonRising 2016

GoE.ac/7Tips-EMO
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Tip 5: Awaken The Stars Inside

I don't know if you've noticed that the entire Western World is absolutely obsessed with trauma and 
exclusively focused on negative memories of pain, misery and suffering. 

It so happens that as soon as we think about, talk about and focus on trauma, pain, misery and 
suffering, we start to feel bad, our life energy drains away and we become stressed, angry and 
depressed. The more we do that, the more stressed we become and over time, we become these 
bitter, angry people who “only remember the insults.”

If we want more happiness, wouldn't it be helpful to study happiness, to learn what that 
means to you, how it works and how “being happy” is done? 

So let's start to remember the good moments we already had in our lives – the Star Memories. 

This is extremely beneficial for Mind, Body & Spirit, all at the same time. 

Remembering a Star Memory takes us out of stress and straight to the positive side of the chart, 
quickly. 

Remembering a good memory reminds us that we can feel good.

It teaches us to put far more attention on our own good qualities and our positive life 
experiences. 

All our most important life lessons are only to be found in the good memories. 

The more “traumatic” your life has been, and the more “therapy” you've already done, the 
more urgent it is to re-dress the balance. 
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Awaken The Stars Inside Action Tips

Learn to connect deeply with your Star Memories. 

Assume the Heart Position and start by thinking about someone or something you love. 

Now ask yourself for one specific happy memory relating to this. For example, if you love nature, 
remember one moment when you were amazed and uplifted in nature. 

Really remember – what was the time of day, the time of year when that happened; what was the 
weather like, what was the location and environment, who else was present, what else do you 
remember? What can you see, hear, feel, scent, taste and how does it make you feel inside?

Spend five minutes with this Star Memory in the Heart Position whilst breathing deeply in and out, 
and you will find you feel so much better – and not just that, you will have learned something about 
happiness, what makes you happy, and that is also super important if we want more happiness in our
lives. 

In Star Matrix, we start a notebook called “My Book of Stars” and we write a short note about
each Star Memory into this book. An amazing thing to have!

Ask other people about their good memories, for example, “Have you been on holiday 
recently?” or “What was the most fun you had this week?”

Remind friends, family and colleagues of happy or funny memory moments you have shared 
together.  

Before going to sleep at night, find the best moment of that day. No matter how bad the day 
was, there is a “best moment” and we want to make sure we know that it is good moments 
we want more of in the future. 

Further Reading Tip: 

Star Matrix, Silvia Hartmann, DragonRising 2020 GoE.ac/7Tips-SMX
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Tip No 6: The Treasure Chest Of Happiness

Just as I go through life collecting more and more Star Memories along the way, I have always 
collected many different methods and techniques that work to make me feel better. 

There isn't one method for everyone, or for all the time (apart from possibly the Heart Position, 
which really rocks!) and therefore it makes sense to collect lots of methods for all occasions. 

I particularly like methods that are quick and easy, which you can use in your real life, without having 
to spend hours in meditation, far away in nature, at a party or in the gym. 

When I say quick and easy, I mean that. For example, standing up straight and clapping your hands 
(giving yourself, the world or someone you love a round of applause) takes 2 minutes and makes you 
feel noticeably better – more energized, more alive, more awake. 

A method that lots of people have found helpful is Modern Energy Tapping, which relieves stress and 
raises energy fast and reliably. 

Here is a simplified version you can do any time, anywhere, and it works a treat: 

The Magic Hands Method. 
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The Magic Hands Method Action Tip

Our fingers have the most amazing connections to 
our brain, and they are also powerfully connected to 
our entire energy system. 

When we tap the tips of our fingers together, we 
wake up and connect “Mind, Body and Spirit.”

When we couple this with something we love, or we 
want, need, desire, wish we had more of in our lives, 
something quite magical happens!

Start by tapping the tips of your index finger  
together very lightly, like you would close an electric 
contact. 

Pay attention to the physical sensations and also, 
how far you can feel these physical pulses travelling 
into your hand and up your arms. 

Tap lightly! 

Now we are ready to go. 

Tap LIGHTLY on your thumb and say or think a word for something you wish there was more 
of in your life. For example, health, wealth, happiness, money, power, space or whatever 
comes to mind. Take one deep breath, in and out. 

Move on to the index finger and tap a new Positive. 

Move on to the next finger until Hand 1 is done. 

Now start on Hand 2 and tap five further Positives. Remember the deep breath in and out in 
between each finger!

When both hands are done, assume the Heart Position and spend a moment breathing 
deeply, in and out. Notice how your state of being has changed as a result of this quick and 
simple exercise!

You can tap the same Positive for all ten fingers if you really need it – for example, confidence 
if you are about to give a speech. 

You can use this method to wake up your Magic Hands before starting to (type, paint, 
program, knit, etc. etc.) to raise your mood, relieve stress and avoid mistakes. 

The Magic Hands methods can be shown to children as young as 3 years old, and they love 
coming up with their own magical mood raising Positives.

Further Reading Tip:

Modern Energy Tapping, Silvia Hartmann, DragonRising 2016

GoE.ac/7Tips-MET
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Tip No. 7: You Are MORE Than Your Physical Body!

More than half the trouble with “the
modern world” is that people seem to
have forgotten that they are more than
just some kind of purely material flesh
bag bio robot stumbling along on the
way to death. 

Our physical bodies themselves are
astonishing and deserve our best care
and attention, absolutely. 

But we also have our beautiful minds
and our amazing energy bodies. 

It is our energy bodies which cause our
emotions; our emotions are the
feedback devices to let us know how
our energy bodies are doing. 

Emotions are not in the head,
they are felt through the physical body. 

Emotions are our feedback mechanism to tell us how our energy bodies are doing. 

When our energy bodies become disturbed, too low on energy, we experience negative emotions, 
and when it gets bad enough, these physical sensations produced by the energy body become so 
painful, they become indistinguishable from physical pain. 

In a system where there is no such thing as a living energy body, these problems cannot be fixed; and
this why we end up with “Diagnosis – No Medical Cause” in so many cases. 

Our living energy bodies, our “spirits” in the Mind, Body, Spirit triad need our attention. 

Our physical bodies need food, water and vitamins to function; so what do our energy bodies need?

Energy, obviously! Energy from nature, from pets, from physical food, from other people, from 
activities that raise our energy, that make us happier. 

Our physical bodies need physical healing, so what do our energy bodies need? Energy healing! 

My most important tip for a happier, healthier life is to start taking our living energy bodies 
seriously. 

Your energy body is entirely real, and we cannot solve many problems in life by pretending it doesn't 
exist. 

When our energy bodies become too depleted, too low on energy, our immune system fails and our 
minds go crazy because all three systems are linked directly. 

By paying more attention to our living energy bodies and making it our business to “feed them” and 
take care of them, we don't just get happier – we get healthier across the board in mind, body AND 
spirit.
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Care & Feeding Of Your Living Energy Body Action Tips

The little “people” on the Energy Chart are energy bodies! Keep the Energy Chart around to 
help you connect with your living energy body and start to understand how YOUR energy 
body works, how it functions and reacts in your life through your days and nights. 

Learn to ask (often!) “What can I do for my energy body to make it feel better?” and also, 
“What can I STOP doing that is making my energy body miserable?” 

Start taking notice of the states other people's energy bodies are in. You don't have to see 
auras to do that, just notice their energy levels and how this affects what they think, what 
they say, and what they do. 

Learn more about your energy body and start to understand the cause and effect of why 
human beings do the things they do!

Try out lots of different positive energy body techniques. Every time you do, you learn 
something new and important about your own living energy body. 

Take good care of your energy body, give it the attention it deserves, feed it with lots of 
positive energy experiences, every day, and that absolutely will be the path to “more 
happiness” in not only your life, but for everyone around you, too.

You are more than your physical body.

You also have a beautiful mind

and an amazing energy body!

You are a radiant

multi-dimensional being. 

Truth. 
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Thank you for your time and attention!

I have been researching the “invisible something,” aka ENERGY, since 1993 when I discovered how 
the absence of energy causes ever increasing stress, and the presence of energy causes stress to 
recede, and completely different behaviours and states of being then arise. These were animal 
studies, so what we are dealing with here is a global principle that applies to at least all social 
mammals, including ourselves. 

Over a quarter of a century of research later, thousands upon thousands of experiments with real 
people who live in the real world, young, old, anywhere in the world, regardless of beliefs, religion, 
education, upbringing, we finally have the beginnings of a new “Science of Love” - a science of 
energy. 

I believe that once you understand the Modern Energy Chart, the rest is an “inevitable discovery.” 

I invite you to try the simple example ideas and tips from this special report and decide for yourself if 
this makes sense, and is highly beneficial in real life. 

I am a scientist who describes what is really happening, and has spent a lifetime investigating that X-
Factor which is so painfully absent from Western consciousness. 

We need to bring a basic, reasonable, rational, logical understanding of how energy works 
back into our lives to make them better.

Without ENERGY, we can neither fix what's wrong with our systems, nor create better systems for the
future. 

And ENERGY is simply another word for LOVE. 

If this makes sense to you, please join us in bringing back love and logic into our stressed societies, 
our families, our own lives. 

Our happiness matters so much more than we were ever led to believe. 

Let's start right here, one at a time and make happiness our goal. 

That's the first step to a happier future. 

With all my love to you, 

Silvia Hartmann
President, The Guild of Energists 

www.GoE.ac 

PS: I created a fascinating illustrated eBook for free which explains more about The Modern Energy 
Chart to share what I consider to be life saving information. Get it here: GoE.ac/Revolution 

PPS: If you would like to work with a Modern Energist on specific problems related to stress and 
emotions, you can find our practitioners here: GoE.ac/practitioners/ 

PPPS: We also have really cool courses in all things Modern Energy which you can find here: 
GoE.ac/courses/ 
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Join The Guild of Energists!

The GoE was formed in 1998 to create an organisation entirely focused on the study, research and 
practice of Modern Energy. 

The focus of the GoE has always been to find NEW methods and techniques that are practical, 
immediately applicable, and which have positive effects that are measurable and observable. 

Energy is real, and therefore, any concept, theory and practical application must reflect this. 

The end goal for the GoE is to make people happier – to help them to be higher on the Modern 
Energy Chart, more often. 

Happier people do not just lead happier lives; they also make better decisions and finally activate 
their natural intelligence, problem solving skills and discover those “inner resources” we are told 
exist, but did not know how to access whilst we were still frightened, stressed and confused most of 
the time. 

Reducing stress to zero is not enough; it is not the answer. 

The real answers are on the other side of the Modern Energy Chart, in the positive realms, and this is 
where we need to head towards, both individually as well as societally. 

Energy matters. 

Without energy, we are left loveless, soulless, hopeless and forsaken. 

With energy awareness, we regain first of all, an understanding and control of our own states of 
being; and from those higher states of being, better decisions flow and a happier life becomes 
inevitable. 

We are at the very beginning of the real Third Field in the Mind, Body, Spirit triad, one which is based
on clear thinking, scientific investigation and above all else, personal experiences that teach us what 
works, and what doesn't. 

Join us in our endeavour to make the world of human beings a more reasonable place to be, a more 
loving place to be. 

“Love without logic is insanity. And vice versa.”

Silvia Hartmann

Join us!

GoE.ac/Join 
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What did you think to 
Silvia Hartmann’s Seven 
Tips For Happiness?

GoE Practitioners & Trainers

Talk to us, download resources and find out your 
next steps for happiness by going online to:

GoE.ac/7TipsInfo
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